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Announcements 

Report on the S.G.A. General Assembly, ii September 1975, Reading (U.K.) 

President Zuffardi recapitulated the activities of the Society since the last General 
Assembly (Liege, ii September 1974). The main event was the colloquium on "Ge- 
netic and Technological Problems of Ore Deposits", organized jointly by S. G. A. 
and the 'rGesellschaft Deutscher Metallhiitten und Bergleute (G. D. M. B. )", in 
Clausthal-Zellerfeld, 3-5 April, 1975. 

Twenty-five papers were given, covering a large series of topics, including the 
opaque minerals in lunar basalt and the recent marine ore deposits. 
Some excursions were organized, and participants had thus the opportunity of 
visiting the renowned mines of ]Bad Grund, Rammelsberg, Meggen, Liiderich and 
Garsdorf. 
Past-President Wilke and his coworkers have to be congratulated for the perfect 
organization of this meeting. 
In consequence of the continuous inflation, the subscription fees to Mineralium De- 
posita (which are the main part of the subscription fees to S. G. A. ) had to be re- 
vised and also the printing system had to be changed, in order to contain the cost 
increase. Subscription fees to S. G.A. were consequently changed from 67, -- DM 
to 72, -- DM for ordinary members; no change for junior and supporting members. 

Since the Liege Assembly, 26 new candidatures were presented (23 in 1974), 
7 members submitted their resignations. Dr. Slavik, Director of the Geological 
Survey of Slovakia passed away. The many S. G. A. members who knew him, ex- 
pressed their deep sympathy and recalled his kindness and great culture. 
The treasurer read the balance for the year 1974, which was unanimously approved 
by the Assembly. 
Place and date of the next General Assembly will be Sydney (Australia) during the 
25th Int. Geol. Congress. 

Conference Announcement 
ZEOLITE ' 76 - An International Conference on the Occurrence, Properties and 
Utilization of Natural Zeolites, Tucson, Arizona, June 6 to 13, 1976. 
ZEOLITE ' 76 is the first international conference devoted exclusively to natural 
zeolites - their geological occurrence, their diverse physical and chemical proper- 
ties, and their newly developed applications in agricultural and industrial techno- 
logy. Formal sessions will include both invited and contributed papers. Invited 
papers by international experts will present overviews on all aspects of natural- 
zeolite technology. For further information write to F. A. Mumpton, Chairman, 
ZEOLITE ' 76, Department of the Earth Sciences, State University College, 
Brockport, New York 14420. 


